
T
he five-hundred-page budget presented by the federal
Conservative government presents a picture of a
moderate approach to the country’s finances, with a

reduction in the size and staffing of federal departments, and a
plan to balance the budget in three years.

It is a thoroughly political document. The government claims
policies to help both business and the economy, but weakens
environmental protection and regulatory enforcement. It is
branded as a continuation of the ‘Economic Action Plan’ which
claims to have rescued the Canadian economy from the
international financial recession of the last couple years.

It is, in fact, a hodge-podge of vaguely described programs
to be carried out over varying numbers of years. It highlights a
two-year delay, from age 65 to age 67, to the age of eligibility for
old age pensions. This will not be initiated until 2023, with full
implementation by 2029. It is said to be necessary because the
increasing numbers of seniors resulting from the retirement of
‘baby boomers’ will make old age pensions, the federal
government’s most expensive program, ‘unsustainable’.

The budget’s overall national vision is the encouragement of
big business and natural resource development, with
commodities to be exported to an increasing degree to rapidly
developing Asian countries, and increasing investment from
overseas.

Revenues
The overall revenue figures for the 2012-2013 budget are:

Income taxes (3⁄4 personal ) .................................$163 billion 
Excise taxes  (2⁄3 GST).............................................$46 billion 
Employment Insurance .......................................$20 billion 
Other revenues ......................................................$26 billion 
TOTAL ...................................................$255 billion 

Expenditures
Expenditures 2012-2013 are: 

Elderly benefits .....................................................$40 billion 
Employment Insurance benefits .........................$19 billion
Children’s benefits .................................................$13 billion

Transfers to other levels of government: 
Canada Health Transfer ......................................$29 billion
Canada Social Transfer ........................................$12 billion
Fiscal arrangements (equalization, etc) .............$18 billion
Cities & communities .............................................$2 billion
Direct program expenses (subject to freeze).......$54 billion
Other ...................................................................... $23 billion
Transfer payments ...............................................$33 billion 
Capital amortization ...............................................$5 billion
TOTAL ..................................................$245 billion

The budget did not seem to include the cost of the F-35 fighter
jets (see Elizabeth May’s article on page 2).

Limits to Transfers
Starting in 2017-18, the Canada Health Transfer to the
provinces, currently escalating at 6% per year, will grow in line
with a three-year moving average of nominal GDP growth
(which averages 4.4% per year), guaranteed to be at least 3% per
year. The Canada Social Transfer growth rate will be fixed at 3%
for 2014-15 and subsequent years.

Limits to Operating Expenses
The operating freeze announced in Budget 2010 includes the
wages and salaries of federal employees, professional services
contracts, telecommunications, leases, utilities, materials and
supplies, and applies to federal departments including defence.
These are expected to decline with reductions in departmental
spending announced in this budget. Savings since the 2010
budget, covering 2010-2011 through 2016-2017 and including
savings in tax expenditures, amount to $59 billion.

Defence Capital Funding
The government has made commitments to purchase a number
of ships and planes, including replacements for the current fleet
of CF-18s. The cost of these is the subject of debate and has been
estimated as high as $30 billion, clearly a critical figure in
projecting future budgets. The 2012 budget says only that a total
of $3.54 billion will be moved into the ‘future period in which
purchases will be made’, without saying when that might be. 0
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